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Introduction: Starting Point

What’s My Point?    

Onward & Upward—the only directions that really matter! 
— PJ Wade

What “Point” Is It Anyway?  
The 21st Century is well underway, but too much pen-and-paper-style think-
ing lingers on from the 20th Century. Business thinking in the 20th Century 
had its foundation in the quill-pen era of the 19th Century. As a result, not 
as much progress with communication effectiveness exists in the 21st Cen-
tury as could have evolved—nor as much as is believed:

 � Computers and artificial intelligence (AI) essentially remain the “gar-
bage in, garbage out” technology they were when first invented. 

 � Mobile phones allow users to reach almost anyone and anywhere on 
the planet within seconds, but there’s too much talk or texting with 
too little said. Distractions caused by interruptions, advertising, infor-
mation overload, applications, or new technology abound.

 � The internet and the web are much more sophisticated creative com-
munication tools than the pen or typewriter in so many ways; howev-
er, business users still require the same, if not greater, communication 
skill, open-mindedness, and powers of observation to make the right 
point and to connect with desired audiences or markets—The Target. 

 � Social networking has returned individuality and conversation to the 
spotlight where clear, relevant expression of thought remains essential 
to reduce frustration, misunderstanding, and wasted time. Unfortu-
nately, too often, the message is lost in the medium through lack of 
personal clarity, conscious intent, and communication skill.

 � Social media is here to stay and this is just the beginning . Social me-
dia facilitates social networking to embody what communication is all 
about—good, bad, indifferent, and reactive: 

1. Business success with social media and networking arises 
from effective communication—business communication consistently 
on point and on target in any context or medium—that is amplified by 
the intensity, intimacy, and immediacy of our newly-expressive world. 

2. Problems and challenges with social media and network-
ing arise from miscommunication that is amplified by the intensity, 
intimacy, and immediacy of our newly-expressive world. 
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 � Technology facilitates measurement on scales not previously feasible, 
yet room for improvement and return on investment remain occa-
sional, not automatic, measures of effective business communication.

 � Mobile computing moved the digital frontier from desktops and 
laptops to smartphones. Communication has shifted to a “less must be 
more and more” reality. Small-screen technology means that commu-
nicating your point is all there is space and time for.  

 � The instantaneous ease of touch screens, voice enabling, texting, and 
video is credited with speeding up communication; however, short-
ened reaction times do not automatically improve clarity during idea 
exchange. Rapid responses do make quick, accurate thinking essen-
tial, but digital short cuts do not automatically enable mental smart 
cuts to achieve effective communication, online and off .  

 � Smartphones and other mobile devices consolidate work and life in a 
hand-held tool. This makes both easier and also more time-pressured 
and complicated. The next step is immersion in cloud computing, wear-
able technology, and embedded everything, so being connected never 
ends. Will this, along with artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning 
(ML), virtual reality (VR) and more, guarantee communication improves?

 � Client data collection, mining, and monetization are not communication.

 � Developers, sellers, and users of technology perpetuate the miscon-
ception that communication starts when the mouth opens or fingers 
hit a key, tap, or swipe. 

 � In reality, communication, in any medium or time frame, begins in 
the brain of one person and is only achieved when this brain con-
nects with another brain or with many brains . This brain-to-brain dy-
namic means barriers to clear thinking, like prejudice, bias, lack of fo-
cus, and other undermining distractions, are communication obstacles 
that must be overcome by conscious human effort, not technology.

What’s Your Point? is a whisper in the ear, a tap on the shoulder, a mental 
kick in the pants, and a pat on the back for those with years of hands-on ex-
perience thinking, analyzing, creating, improvising, persuading, and decid-
ing for clients. No dummies here, but there is room for improvement. 

Experience—yours and everyone’s—continues to prove that communication 
lies at the heart of most, if not all, problems and at the foundation of all solutions .

Professional expertise, wisdom, creativity, and decisiveness are driving forces be-
hind improvement and innovation. Ironically, past experience can also forestall these 
two essentials, particularly in times of dramatic economic, technology, or social shifts. 
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After only a short time on the job, bad habits, bias, and mediocrity can 
creep in to erode communication effectiveness. Repetition entrenches these 
flaws. Add to this erosion, the commonly-overlooked need to purge and 
merge influences from past technologies and different decades. 

As a result, The Point behind too much of what is said, written, texted, posted, 
shared…and done can be lost in the process . How do you know you aren’t miss-
ing The 21st-Century Point that really matters to your target prospects and clients?

What’s Your Point? emphasizes and demonstrates that business success 
in the future—next cell call, next text, next email, next video, next conver-
sation, next meeting, next day, next week, next year—is your choice . This 
practical business-achievement book is a fresh, forward-thinking resource 
designed to help professionals reinforce communication strengths and ad-
vantages—online and off. This will enable professionals to consistently make 
excellent strategic choices for clients and businesses, whatever happens.  

What’s “The Point” When Communicating?   
Communication starts in the brain and so does miscommunication . Prob-
lems making your point or understanding someone else’s are the result of 
unclear or misguided brain-to-brain expression with others and with yourself. 
Missed opportunities and other failings in business can usually be traced to 
poor communication or the complete lack of it. 

The Point is to avoid common, long-standing communication mistakes that 
professionals, including those who function as entrepreneurs, owners, consul-
tants, coaches, or advisors, often repeat while intent on successfully making 
their 21st-Century point with prospects, clients, and themselves—online and off .

What’s Your Point? clarifies how and why the responsibility for effective com-
munication rests with professionals, entrepreneurs, consultants, coaches, and 
advisors. These professionals work diligently to improve expertise relevant to 
their professions and industries, but too many are less than the best communica-
tors—inconsistent, inefficient, jargon-crazy, self-absorbed, or just plain boring.

The Top Seven Self-Defeating Communication Mistakes targeted in What’s 
Your Point? linger on—online and off. They continue to undermine the point 
of communication in business and in life. These communication shortcom-
ings persist for a number of easily-reversible, but frequently-overlooked rea-
sons. The Top Seven Mistakes are particularly harmful because they are the 
most common communication failings. They have been repeated, conscious-
ly and unconsciously, as long as business has existed. 

Social media is limited and contaminated by these pervasive, often-pow-
erful Self-Defeating Communication Mistakes .
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The Top Seven Self-Defeating Mistakes can be virtually invisible to per-
petrators . These apparently-simple Mistakes are not simple for organiza-
tions, groups, or individuals to eliminate permanently . 

These errors plague businesses, practices, and clients across professions, 
industries, and sectors, and persist in a variety of forms. No level of manage-
ment completely avoids these errors, nor are professionals, business own-
ers, practice principals, advisors, coaches, prospects, leaders, clients…or you 
consistently mistake-free communicators. 

Regardless of why, what, and how you communicate, you’re vulnerable to mis-
communication . If you are not conscious of what your point is and why, miscom-
munication creeps into your how whether you’re persuading, conversing, educat-
ing, correcting, engaging, collaborating, inspiring, marketing, deciding, listening….

The Top Seven Self-Defeating Communication Mistakes are also by-products 
of formal education. The Mistakes plague graduates starting careers just as they 
do committed, extraordinary individuals with years of professional experience. 
These short-comings also give rise to most common client complaints and to 
familiar grievances that employees have about management and vice versa.

Ignoring these Mistakes undermines your communication efforts, which can 
prove expensive. It’s also a frustrating waste of time for everyone involved. With 
clarification, conscious effort, and practice, potentially-expensive mistakes can 
be transformed into practical experiments and then into effective communication.

Once you recognize The Seven Self-Defeating Mistakes and related exchange 
shortcomings in yourself, the next step is understanding why they happen and 
how to avoid them. They can be ingrained habits that reflect irrelevance and 
mediocrity. The Mistakes are often symptoms of significant misconceptions and 
bias. They may be signs of boredom. As understanding grows, you’ll also begin to 
identify these Seven Mistakes in your clients and competition. This awareness dra-
matically improves effectiveness, relevance, and productivity while saving time.

By revealing the often-misunderstood roles that context, content, and 
process play in communication, What’s Your Point? is a valuable tool for 
learning how to avoid these seven undermining forces . This insight aids in 
anticipation and identification of other communication failings in yourself 
and others, online and off. The resulting clarity reveals communication op-
portunities and how to effectively act on them.

What’s Your Point? challenges professionals who function as entrepre-
neurs, business owners, consultants, coaches, or advisors to tackle the seven 
communication shortcomings head-on and embrace opportunity.

As a professional, you’ll learn to see more in yourself, to expect more 
from yourself, and to deliver more for your clients when it comes to com-
munication in any medium, on any platform, in all contexts . That’s our point!
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Cut What “Crap?”
Communication progress in this century occurs when the best of the past is 
combined, consciously and innovatively, with the best of the 21st Century—
present and future. 

What is the best is part of the communication conundrum, online and off . 
In every profession and industry, the 21st Century can just be more of the 

same with different jargon and digital “toys,” as the first decades revealed. That 
is, unless conscious selection and decisiveness become new individual and in-
dustry standards for entrepreneurs, owners, coaches, consultants, advisors, and 
professionals then consistently effective communication remains a challenge.

“The no-longer-relevant past,” which is both evident and invisible in each 
profession and industry, surfaces as assumptions, influences, beliefs, stan-
dards, biases, and complacency—economic, social, educational, cultural, 
religious, political….These influences, dragged forward from previous centu-
ries, persist in good times and through recession “meltdown” years.

Here lies The Crap in the title—and lots of great stuff, too . 
Unfortunately, The Crap is assimilated quickly . Crap remains harder to 

avoid and to scrape off without conscious, deliberate effort .
Professional quality management—or whatever you call your drive to 

produce and deliver consistently high-quality, relevant services and products—
contains a lot of communication Crap. Applying the touted best practices in your 
field may not be enough for sustained success in a continually-changing world. 

The 21st Century can be the only one you’ve worked in, but those who raised 
and educated you have, unconsciously and deliberately, passed on 19th- and 20th- 
Century Crap—stereotypes, biases, prejudice, standards, bad habits...the works. 
Even if you rebelled against parents, teachers, employers, and society, you’ve been 
contaminated by television, movies, gaming, social media, the internet, and The 
Crap of others. That’s how the 20th-Century foundation was laid in the 21st Century.

What’s Your Point? reveals how your perspectives, thought processes, and 
decision making could be unconsciously and destructively stuck in the past . 

This can be true even if you are actively committed to embracing new 
technology and collaborative approaches. As a result, your purpose, targets, 
goals, and everything else will be off-point, usually in ways that are invisible 
to you although not always to others. For instance, if you’ve had trouble suc-
ceeding with communication projects in spite of commitment, goals, and the 
best of intentions, you can have unknowingly perpetuated one or more of 
The Seven Self-Defeating Communication Mistakes.

Purging and merging the centuries becomes a celebration of the great “stuff” 
from the past and of the best from the present . The wisdom gained over the cen-
turies becomes compatible with modern thought once The Crap is removed .
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 The time-honored quotations, which echo The Point at the start of each 
Chapter, demonstrate this compatibility. In each case, someone with great 
credibility said it best long before this century. History proves there are many 
“tough acts” to follow.

Preserving tradition and building legacies are worthwhile goals, but they 
can become bogged down in Industry Crap . Continuity and lessons-learned 
are vital to improvement, but best practices and codes of ethics do not au-
tomatically ensure that “the best” is carried forward and that The Crap is left 
behind. Egos, cliques, bias, and territories can entrench Crap. 

Disruptive technologies feed on what’s taken for granted and assumed . 
“We’ve always done it that way” thinking remains a powerful force for medi-
ocrity, disguised as perpetuating standards and respecting “lessons learned.” 

Add to this communication Crap your personal accumulation of misin-
formation, ingrained habits, programmed responses, and “tried that once” 
experiences. The “personal baggage” that everyone jokes about, but keeps 
carrying, also contributes to The Crap. Conscious deficiencies can be ac-
centuated by unconscious patterns. This is one reason it can seem so hard to 
change a value system or break a habit, even when you really want to.

Countless polls, studies, and marketing campaigns report that the world 
is “dumbing down,” attention spans are shrinking, and that mediocrity is 
the new standard. Cliché or not, the observation that “history repeats itself” 
remains a significant reality. What is not acknowledged and addressed, per-
sonally and professionally, will continually resurface to distract, dilute, and 
divert communication. Just as what disrupts your professional and personal 
strategies and routines, if ignored, becomes your routine. How do you con-
sciously cut The Crap—yours and The Crap of those around you?

You’ve gained experience in your profession and industry, so you—and 
many of your clients—know exactly what is meant about The Crap . If you 
don’t, then open your eyes and watch where you step!

Hit Which “Mark?”  
Here, Hit The Mark, in the subtitle Cut The Crap, Hit The Mark & Stick, 
means to strengthen and focus the Communication Edge, which is the point 
of contact, in all forms and variations, and depth of connection with target 
prospects and clients. 

Obviously, your specific target prospects and clients must be top of mind as 
you act on this reality. Before you can decide the best way to “strengthen and 
focus” and how “the point of contact and depth of connection” should mate-
rialize, the question is, “Who is the WHO at the centre of all this activity?” 
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If your target is everyone, you’ve missed the point! You don’t understand 
to whom your business and its services and products offer the greatest value. 
This generalist approach devalues your knowledge, products, and services 
while exhausting resources and you. 

“Knowing your business” means understanding why specific services 
and/or products will not work equally well for everyone. It’s not merely hav-
ing “something” to sell. Decide who benefits most from the client-centric 
“something” you sell or that you could develop . Who values it highly? Then, 
design your business around  helping these targets. Non-targets will not value 
your benefits. This misdirection wastes valuable resources and time.

Your offerings cannot be sold successfully without marketing and promo-
tion, which effectively communicate your distinctive value to specific users—
The Target. For instance, in shifting from traditional marketing, sales, and pro-
motion to digital versions—where transparency and knowledge sharing are 
key—detailed identification of your WHO is vital. For example, different target 
groups will prefer different social media platforms and use them differently. 

Targets need to see themselves in what you do . Success in consistently 
hitting the mark lies in consistently, empathetically focusing on the target in ev-
erything from product and service development and delivery to online and so-
cial media presence. Targeting means concentrating and focusing efforts, time, 
and knowledge on prospects and clients to achieve business growth. Effective 
targeting is essential in every aspect of communication and your business.

Strong client-centric context dictates which communication pathways 
will be most effective, online and off . The client’s frame of reference for 
decision making should be reflected everywhere: language used, social media 
selected, examples cited, products offered, services designed, fees charged, 
marketing selected, staff hired…and so on for every aspect and issue that 
defines your business or practice and the problem or problems you solve.

If your preferred client profile is not top of mind, how can you consistently 
make timely, relevant day-to-day decisions? How can you continually make 
the best use of limited resources like your time and the clients’? 

Communication—or rather the lack of it—is the weakest link in product 
development, client relationship management, service delivery, quality con-
trol, productivity…and in business and life in general. By addressing failings 
and misdirection at the Communication Edge, overall productivity, return on 
investment, and satisfaction improve for your target clients and for you. 

This advantage translates into innovative solutions and fresh empathic 
thinking to earn you a reputation as “the best” with your WHO—target  
prospects and clients who define your success and those who influence your 
professional standing and your progress . Who’s your WHO?
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Step Three: Stick!     
Doing anything well once is an achievement. Consistently doing everything 
well may seem like a miracle. Somewhere in between lies the art and sci-
ence of consistent extreme service excellence—the sustainable, exceptional 
connection that is the & Stick in the subtitle Cut The Crap, Hit The Mark & 
Stick! This is a commonly-overlooked goal in the three-step communication 
process outlined in the subtitle as you’ll discover in following chapters.

Here’s where & Stick comes in . Not only do you want to make the right 
point with your selected targets, but you want this achievement to launch and 
sustain mutually-productive client relationships based on service excellence:

Step 1: Follow through with your point, that is, Cut The Crap  
 and express your point in relevant client-centric terms.

Step 2: Target prospects respond to your point, are engaged by it,
 and embrace your point, because you’ve Hit The Mark. 
Step 3: As clients, they Stick with your excellent client 
           service and understand why, so they refer you to  
           prospective clients. 

After identifying the ideal target—“Who is my WHO?”—continue to 
gather relevant and related detail . Analyze client problems and issues to 
match your services and/or products with under-served client needs and 
overlooked opportunities. On-point products and services differentiate your 
business and its range of offerings while building mutual trust and respect. 
Strengthening these connections overcomes communication challenges. 

Do you recognize miscommunication, especially when you are the 
cause? If not, your clients—those who pay you or those you are paid to serve, 
from customers to other stakeholders—definitely do. They may not tell you, 
except by not re-hiring or referring you. Which of the following common 
online and off-line communication challenges sound familiar?

 � Do you have an impressive list of past clients, but still find that each 
new year brings fresh uncertainty and requires that the scramble for 
new clients and paid work begins again?

 � Do social media and networking efforts make significant demands on 
time and credibility, but deliver insignificant or inconsistent returns?

 � Did you invest many hours and dollars ensuring your website, social 
media profile, or blog encapsulates service and product offerings, 
along with your unique business differences, then discover that the 
few visitors who do arrive don’t get the point or spend any money?
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 � Are once-loyal clients wandering off to apparently less-skilled or 
less-knowledgeable competitors without ever complaining to you?

 � Does everything go well in meetings or phone conversations with 
prospects, clients, or past clients, but later you don’t hear back, your 
calls and emails are brushed off, or, after some contact, nothing 
comes from the time you have invested?

 � No matter how hard you try, do you feel you’re not making enough 
progress or, in spite of financial success, has the work you loved 
become stressful or unsatisfying yet you find it hard to let go?

 � Do you know what you want to communicate, but you can’t find 
the words and, even when you can, you lack the time for clever 
implementation and committed follow-up?

Increasingly, many professionals and advisors accept their yes responses 
to questions like those above as normal and tolerable reactions in this fast-
paced, distracted world . Those who think the problem lies with prospects, 
clients, or competitors, or that social media is the fix miss the point entirely.

If any of the above shortcomings plague you, you may be the source of 
mixed messages or uncertainty that strengthens barriers to improving and 
sustaining client understanding and trust. You run the risk of losing out to 
competitors who are successfully communicating their intentions, respect, 
commitment, and relevant service benefits—their ”stickiness.”

Consistently make the right point with prospects, clients, colleagues, 
employees, and everyone who matters to you to consistently increase and 
sustain “stickiness .”

Who Is This Book Intended to Advance?
What’s Your Point? is designed for professionals who may not have as much 
formal training in communication as they have in their chosen field, but 
who are intent on successfully achieving effective communication .

This easily-customized creative resource provides practical suggestions 
and insights for professionals intent on excellence at the Communication 
Edge—the point of contact, in all forms and variations, and the depth of 
connection with target prospects and clients.

When strategically applied to communication, the practical knowledge, 
elevated problem-solving skills, and innovative expertise acquired by profes-
sionals can leverage existing professional expertise to expedite communica-
tion effectiveness. These professionals just may not realize this power them-
selves. How would you rate your current communication effectiveness?
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Whether you measure your career in years or decades, this book reveals 
how to leverage your professional experience to achieve consistently effective 
communication. You’ll discover how to accelerate sustainable improvement in 
areas you decide are relevant and vital to success for your clients and for you.

Resolve communication deficiencies in prospecting, marketing, brand-
ing, and service delivery to excel in even the weakest economy . Enhance 
your ability to consistently make the relevant point in any medium and 
you’ll advance to the top against even the most aggressive competition .

What’s Your Point? grew out of hours and years invested in analyzing, 
training, interviewing, evaluating, working with, and listening to experienced 
professionals across a wide range of professions and industries—and to their 
prospects and clients. This communication-improvement book is intended for

•	 Professionals with practices who serve clients directly or through service 
teams to those who function as advisors, consultants, coaches, entrepre-
neurs, or business owners, often with titles like CEO or Director 

•	 Business-to-business Specialists including Accountants, Architects, 
Designers, Engineers, Financial Advisors, Meeting Professionals, Devel-
opers, Brokers, Business Consultants, and Health Practitioners.

The above professionals will be referred to, collectively, as professionals or 
advisors for simplicity and brevity. Professionals, who usually incorporate car-
ing, include those who create and/or deliver knowledge, advice, and related 
services and products to clients (internal and external) or customers, for their 
professional or personal use, in exchange for compensation and remuneration.

What’s Your Point? is a resource for professionals who want the challenge 
and inspiration of sophisticated insight, practical innovation, quality-improv-
ing shortcuts, and proven methodology. Some may be intent on improving 
evaluation of personal, client, and professional communication abilities.

The bonus is learning to recognize the communication prowess or fail-
ings of clients, prospects, competitors, and yourself . This insight reveals 
how opportunity is created by the ineffective communication of others 
and how your effective communication seizes opportunity .

Optimize Room for Improvement
What conscious effort do you make to ensure that you and your offerings 
remain memorable and relevant in our perpetually-changing world? 

As What’s Your Point? reveals how to continually seek out room for im-
provement, you’ll develop a flair for practical innovation that will inspire you 
to…well, what would you like to achieve for yourself and your clients? 
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This practical, powerful communication-refocusing tool is valuable when 
investing time, money, and effort in your business or practice demands clear, 
accurate on-point communication. Turn and return to What’s Your Point? 
when clarity of purpose and certainty of direction are crucial to successfully

•	 Face significant change and successfully evaluate work-life equilib-
rium, a new career, market expansion, succession strategies, a new 
business venture, growth potential, competition challenges… 

•	 Harness technology when designing a start-up, website, social me-
dia campaign, or mobile application to resonate with targets

•	 Delegate to achieve new goals when hiring staff, changing location, 
targeting new markets, or re-engineering your business or practice 
to leverage expertise, enhance profitability, and boost productivity.

You are an experienced professional and this book does not urge you to 
radically change the way you work . 

Instead, you are encouraged to take a frank, non-judgmental look at your 
communication knowledge and skills to identify strengths and room-for-im-
provement gaps. You’ll discover how much of what you need is within you 
and around you now, not temptingly out of reach or around the next corner 
as we so often mistakenly believe .

What’s Your Point? is an “ever-ready personal catalyst” designed to en-
courage and inspire readers into continuous improvement and extended prac-
tical innovation. Tall order for a book, but, What’s Your Point? can fill effective-
communication gaps to be a discernible improvement over what you use now.

On-point content in the following chapters concentrates on providing 
relevant insight to make it easier and more profitable to recognize and 
avoid The Top Seven Self-Defeating Communication Mistakes, instead of 
continuing to repeat them . 

This book offers a selection of suggestions and insights for experiment-
ing, improvising, and improving, including

•	 Easy self-evaluation of communication skills, bias, and challenges 
to accelerate returns for you and your practice or venture

•	 Simple, practical improvement of communication expertise and goal 
achievement to enhance target attraction and engagement, online or off

•	 Actionable client-centric suggestions for side-stepping and leaping 
over time-wasting, guilt-ridden, biased, established patterns in com-
munication and in business to engage with prospects and clients

•	 Fresh, practical, easily-implemented ideas for moving onward and 
upward toward opportunity, regardless of challenges.
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The Top Seven Self-Defeating Communication Mistakes are introduced 
in an Index in Chapter One. In the following Chapters, The Mistakes are 
analyzed, resolved, and coupled with opportunities. What’s Your Point? is 
divided into Seven Mistake-to-Opportunity Sections—one for each of the 
Seven Mistakes. Each Section begins with an Overview and includes three 
relevant Opportunity Chapters. Each Chapter demonstrates one of three key 
aspects of converting that Communication Mistake into many relevant, ac-
tionable Effective Communication Opportunities. 

Chapter by chapter, this book provides insight and tools to clarify how 
effective communication reaps rewards and how to improve your commu-
nication and results, including return on investment.

Thought-provoking questions—Strategic Trigger Questions (STQs)—
asked in a range of relevant communication contexts and complimented by 
suggestions, shortcuts, action steps, and benefits to help you visualize results 
and seize opportunity. STQs are constructive self-leadership communication 
tools that easily add personal relevance, deepen awareness, and expose me-
diocrity to strengthen the communication process. 

What’s Your Point? sets the stage for consistently amazing brain-to-brain 
communication—whatever form exchange takes, online or off . Often-invis-
ible, defeating communication habits are hauled into view, so they can be 
erased from your 21st-Century efforts . All resulting room for improvement—
online and off—is yours to explore and benefit from .

Read on to discover how to Cut The Crap, Hit The Mark & Stick! once 
you understand the right point to make with those who matter to you and 
your business.

Onward & Upward—the directions that really matter!
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